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Cast Nets

A World Class Net Series

®

“Cast a Morada - Cast a Legend”

THE NET SERIES YOU’VE

ALWAYS WANTED
A BIG NET THAT THROWS

SMOOTH AS SILK
BIG THROW LITTLE EFFORT

New for 2020

Available in 1.30 and 1.60 Weights
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Cast a Morada
Cast a Legend
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Cast Nets

TM

“Cast a Legend”

One throw and you know this net was made for you. Cast a Morada - Cast a Legend.
The Morada Net Series
No Net

Performs like a

Morada

TM

Born in the Keys by a legend known simply as Frank.
Designed & constructed to create a bond between a man & his net.

Born
Keys

in the

Morada

TM

MADE WITH LEAD WEIGHTS
Betts Tackle Ltd., Fuquay-Varina, NC 27526.
Net Handmade in China. Bucket Made in USA.

The Morada Net Series
Born in the Keys by a legend known simply as Frank.

Designed & constructed to create a bond between a man & his net.
Owning a Morada net simply means when your hand pushes off the
dock in the morning as you head out, the last thing on your mind is
worrying about the performance of your net.
We do not know a way to make a better net. We put everything we know into its design.
39 Series 5/8”sq (1-1/4”str.)
1.3 lb per ft. 6 panel.

New
1.30 lb.
Series!

Morada

New

Perfect for large (5-8") fast swimming bait like
Menhaden, Bunker, Pogies, Sardines Etc.

Stock#
39-8
39-10
39-12
®

Net Series
Original custom design by legendary cast net
craftsman Frank the Net - Florida Keys

Size
8 ft.
10 ft.
12 ft.

Mat
Mono.
Mono.
Mono.

Mesh
5/8” sq (1-1/4” str)
5/8” sq (1-1/4” str)
5/8” sq (1-1/4” str)

41 Series 3/8”sq (3/4”str.)
1.3 lb per ft. 6 panel.

New

40 Series 1/2”sq. (1”str.)
1.3 lb per ft. 6 panel.

New

Perfect for Medium size( 4”+) bait like Finger
Mullet, Ballyhoo, Cigar Minnows, Threadfin,
Pinfish Etc.

Stock#
40-8
40-10
40-12

Size
8 ft.
10 ft.
12 ft.

Mat
Mono.
Mono.
Mono.

Mesh
1/2” sq (1” str)
1/2” sq (1” str)
1/2” sq (1” str)

44 Series 1/4”sq. (1/2”str.)
1.3 lb per ft. 6 panel.

New

Perfect for small size( 3-4”) bait like Finger Mullet,
Pilchards, Greenies, Whitebait Etc.

Perfect for Very Small size( 1-3”) bait like
Anchovies, Whitebait, Spanish Sardines Etc.

Stock#
41-8
41-10
41-12

Stock#
44-8
44-10

Size
8 ft.
10 ft.
12 ft.

Mat
Mono.
Mono.
Mono.

Mesh
3/8” sq (3/4” str)
3/8” sq (3/4” str)
3/8” sq (3/4” str)

Size
8 ft.
10 ft.

Mat
Mono.
Mono.

Mesh
1/4” sq (1/2” str)
1/4” sq (1/2” str)

No Net has ever had more spread!
Fits in
one hand!

Great Warranty!

Morada quality backed by an industry leading
warranty. If the net ever rips, tears or breaks we
will replace the net for 50% of the MRSP

Extra Large Panels and legendary design make the Morada Series
perform better than any other net on the market
35 ft. Water Color Blended Hand Line
Blended Dual Color Double Selvage

Features
Six Panel“Frank the Net” Design
The panels are cut to exact size in length and width based on the legedary custom design of Frank the Net with an extra 6” of netting sewn in to allow
Morada nets to achieve more spread. When compared to other nets Morada achieves an extra 8-12” of spread.
Lead Weights
1.60 lb. or 1.30 lb per ft. of lead. Small marble weights tied at exact measurments ensures net opens and closes uniformly, no lost bait, and enough
space so user can still use mouth method. Long weights tied on large mesh (1”, 5/8“) ensures no tangles. Super fast sink rate.
Netting
Morada netting combines strength and softness to find the perfect balance. Constructed out of a premium high grade monofilament.
Soft netting fits nicely in one hand when net is fully loaded with a fast sink rate. Strong netting rated to pull in large bait loads.
Lead Line
Tightly woven with color that blends with the water. Knotted together and crimped to make sure lead line holds together.
Tied with a secondary lead line interwoven for added strength and minimal wear at stress points.
Double Selvage
Beautiful water blended dual color double selvage - 3 rows at horn and lead line for ultimate strength at stress points.
Horn & Swivel
Horn made to correct size to prevent losing bait but large enough for easy movement of braille lines for ultimate spread.
Very strong saltwater quality bronzed swivel rated to pull in full bait loads.
Braille Lines & Morada Tubing Braille Divider
Premium mono strong braille lines tied every 25” for balanced performance when closed. Minimizes loss of bait and improves net closing.
Unique to Morada brailles are divided with a tubing for easy separation and less tangles.

28 Series 1”square (2”str.)
1.6 lb per ft. 6 panel.

29 Series 5/8”sq (1-1/4”str.)
1.6 lb per ft. 6 panel.

Made for extra large(8”+) extra fast swimming
bait like Mullet, Menhaden, Bunker, Pogies Etc.
Stock# Size
Mat
Mesh
28-8
8 ft.
Mono. 1” sq (2” str)
28-10 10 ft.
Mono. 1” sq (2” str)
28-12 12 ft.
Mono. 1” sq (2” str)

Perfect for large fast swimming bait like
Menhaden, Bunker, Pogies, Sardines Etc.
Stock# Size
Mat
Mesh
29-8
8 ft.
Mono. 5/8” sq (1-1/4” str)
29-10 10 ft.
Mono. 5/8” sq (1-1/4” str)
29-12 12 ft.
Mono. 5/8” sq (1-1/4” str)

30 Series 1/2”sq. (1”str.)
1.6 lb per ft. 6 panel.

31 Series 3/8”sq (3/4”str.)
1.6 lb per ft. 6 panel.

34 Series 1/4”sq. (1/2”str.)
1.6 lb per ft. 6 panel.

Perfect for Medium size( 4”+) bait like Finger Mullet,
Ballyhoo, Cigar Minnows, Threadfin, Pinfish Etc.
Stock# Size
Mat
Mesh
30-8
8 ft.
Mono. 1/2” sq (1” str)
30-10 10 ft.
Mono. 1/2” sq (1” str)
30-12 12 ft.
Mono. 1/2” sq (1” str)

Perfect for small size( 3-4”) bait like Finger
Mullet, Pilchards, Greenies, Whitebait Etc.
Stock# Size
Mat
Mesh
31-8
8 ft.
Mono. 3/8” sq (3/4” str)
31-10 10 ft.
Mono. 3/8” sq (3/4” str)
31-12 12 ft.
Mono. 3/8” sq (3/4” str)

Perfect for Very Small size( 1-3”) bait like
Anchovies, Whitebait, Spanish Sardines Etc.
Stock# Size
Mat
Mesh
34-8
8 ft.
Mono. 1/4” sq (1/2” str)
34-10 10 ft.
Mono. 1/4” sq (1/2” str)
All Morada Nets Packed 2 Buckets Per Case.

Heavy
1.60 lb.
Series!

© 2020 Betts Tackle Ltd.

WE ASKED. THEY ANSWERED.
REAL PEOPLE - REAL TESTIMONIALS!
Jesse F. - “Pancakes everytime! The net feels great and if it could make its own
momentum I believe it would throw itself. I’ve liked every Betts net I’ve ever thrown, but
this one is my favorite and I cannot wait to wrap it around some shad & menhaden!
Thanks for a great product!”
Gregory B - “My first cast netted a full day worth of bait! The spread was nearly perfect
and the weight allowed the net to drop quickly on the bait. One good cast and we were
headed offshore. Even though mine is a 10 foot net I never feel like I have to deal with a
lot of bulk. Looking forward to many more casts and great fishing trips!”
Chris R. - “A friend of mine has been teaching me how to throw, he and his family are all
commercial and charter boat captains, he loves the net and is thinking of buying one. I
have found this net much easier to open than ones I’ve tried to learn with in the past.”
Manfred G. - “ I’m new to cast nets so throwing an 8’ net was a bit intimidating. I have
thrown less expensive 5 footers but this was a leap. I was impressed with the
Photo
by
Zach Howerton of the Morada, from the double selvage to the hand crafted lead line. Just a
workmanship
few throws and I was opening the net well for a beginner and so happy I made the
investment in a great net. Thank you for the fantastic net.”
Richard F. - “I’ve used numerous other nets and I can tell this is real quality”

BETTS TACKLE LTD. 1701 W. ACADEMY ST.
FUQUAY-VARINA, NC 27526
1-800-334-9114 BETTSTACKLE@BETTSTACKLE.NET

